As cases of COVID-19 are continuing to be confirmed in the UK, many people are
opting to wear a face mask. Experts claim; that while they won’t protect someone
from getting the virus but they can help lessen the spread of the disease by those with
the virus. Wearing a face mask may also help people from touching their own face
while out in the community.
We absolutely recommend that everyone continues social distancing and other
preventative measures in addition to wearing a face mask.

Print out the printable mask temples attached. The printable versions will printout at actual size to be used as a pattern
for cutting.
Printer settings - Actual Size or 100% do not Scale to fit media!
If you do not have access to a printer the sizes are on the template to enable you to draw up your own.
Template A

Template B

Template A is for the main body of the
mask and Template B is for the lining.
These templates are basically the same
except Template A is wider. Cut two of
each template from your cotton
material.

Template A

Template B

Lay your two ‘A’ pieces on top of one another
and pin down the curved edge, as shown
below.
Using a sewing machine or backstitching by
hand run a ¼ inch seam down the front
curved edge. Do the same with your ‘B’
pieces for the lining.
Open out the mask and lining.
You will notice that they fit together one on
top of the other except that the lining piece
will be shorter in
width.

Take the mask (parts A) and lining (part B) and layer them
together with the seams lined up down the middle and.
Make sure that the rough outer seams of both parts ore
facing outwards.

Pin the seams together top and bottom as show below.

Sew from the edge of the lining over the top
and bottom of the mask as shown below.

As the mask is currently inside out you will now need to turn it right-side out.

Measure 10mm from each side edge and fold as below (you can use an Iron to keep the crease in
place) alternatively pin the fabric in place.

Sew approximately 8mm in from the edge to finish the mask and create the pockets for the elastic.

For this part you will need your elastic and
a safety pin.
Elastic width – 3-5 mm is comfortable to
wear for prolonged periods of time.
Elastic length - 560 mm or 56 cm of elastic
(this size will fit most people). If you have
a larger or smaller head you may want to
adjust this length to allow for this.
Attach the safety pin to the end of the
elastic length and use the safety pin to
push the elastic through the pockets at
each side starting with the right side if the
mask from the bottom to the top as shown
here.

Fig. 1 Overlap the ends of your elastic by 15 mm, creating a loop and pin it in place. At this point
you might want to check the fit around your head.

Fig. 2 Backstitch the looped elastic in place several times to ensure it is tightly secured.

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Pull the bottom and top of the looped elastic together and pull to shape the mask.

This is how to wear it:

Many disposable masks being produced fit over the ears. You can change the straps to fit just over
the ears if you with a small adjustment and looping and stitching the elastic on both sides. Wearing
a mask behind your ears for any considerable amount of time may be uncomfortable.
For comfort we would recommend a mask that fits around your head like this.

Stay safe, Stay well!

